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occurred on the first day of spring this year.
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There were no official records but it was certainly
earliest spring anyone could recollect. As

Laoreet 0000

someone who relished the opportunity to witness the
lake turnover, it was a stunning sight to experience
the breakup in real time with flows sluicing towards
the boat landing at a clip faster than a hiker could
catch up to. With the record warm temps in March
-- nightly lows broke old records for highs! -- I was
confident it could be a wetsuit-free May for early
frolickers. Hardy souls installed docks waders-free!
Alas, yesterday’s swim proved different. The high
temps of late March ceded to a more typical April,
and warm days have been infrequent since. Still, a
“two-gasp” standard for May 9 is no slouch. Clear
waters and nearly bearable temps. By Memorial Day,
it will feel bathtub warm. (Results not guaranteed.)

Partly cloudy, chance of everything on the southern shore.

Breakfast Potluck Meeting: May 19
9 am, Crescent Town Hall | Hwy 8 @ Golf Course Rd

AGENDA
aBoat inspection efforts (see page 4)
aJuly 4 festivities (see page 2)
aLake monitoring & raking schedule
aUpdate on purple loosestrife control
aAnnual picnic & upcoming Board vacancies
Please bring a dish to share.
Beverages & table service provided.

After fits and starts, May’s green-up is in full swing.
Flowers survived assorted frosts, blossoms are soaring,
trillium abounds. The rush to garden and tend lawns
is at its apex, and we have a number of resources in
the area that help us do so in an manner consistent
with the ecology of the lake. Take advantage!

Yours in the outdoors,

Joel Knutson

Writers & Shutterbugs Wanted!
Whether it is a unique photo, suggestion for a future
article, address change, or any other contribution you
wish to share, we welcome your input. Please write
to “Editor,” c/o CLA, PO Box 265, Rhinelander, WI,
54501, or email: crescentlakewi@gmail.com.

M a k e N o S m a l l P l a ns
4 t h o f J u ly
@ the Lake

Just a friendly reminder: with gumption and pre-planning
(maybe fudging load limits) all things are possible on boats.

July 4th Schedule of Events

Saturday, May 19

Volunteer! Boat parade & fireworks discussions
Tuesday, July 3
Crescent Lake Fireworks, Dusk [Rain Date: July 4]
Wednesday, July 4
> City of Rhinelander parade, 10 AM [AIS Float]

View from the firing line: not bad work if you can get it.
> Boat Parade, 2 pm | Starts @ Boat Landing
The fireworks production is a three-stage affair: we need
assistance for set-up, firing, and take-down. Contact Joel
> Boom Lake fireworks, Dusk
through crescentlakewi@gmail.com, subject “fireworks.”
rescent Lake continues to be the place to be for the Independence Day holidays. For many of us it’s
the “must have” lake-time week of the year. Our fireworks display and parade spirit continues to wow
friends and families every year. It was not always this way; it took the vision and commitments of dozens
of hardworking volunteers to create and sustain the traditions we value. Volunteers are the lifeblood of
the lake and it is all too easy to take the work of a few committed individuals for granted. This year we
need a fresh influx of help. Some of our neighbors have moved on, others just need a reprieve from their
annual efforts. Please consider assisting with the AIS float we enter with Lakes Julia and Squash for the
city’s parade, or either the boat parade or fireworks committees -- no experience is required and fresh
perspectives are welcomed. If you are unable to attend the upcoming meeting but wish to contribute
your mind or muscles this year, please send an email to crescentlakewi@gmail.com. As our shows get
bigger and brighter each year, donations to the fireworks fund are always appreciated.
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“H elp A N eighbor ”

A wildlife-friendly lake lot.

Contributed by Rosie Page.
ildlife behavior in our area is not random: there are important reasons why some of our neighbors
seem to have more birds and wildlife sightings than others. The choices we make in the management
of lake properties have impacts on the choices that animals make as well. It is a gift to be able to share land
with wildlife. Respect for their space will go a long way in preserving the value of living “up north.”
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A slow boater protects more than swimmers. “No wake” speeds (<10 mph within 100 feet of shore)
protect aquatic nurseries from wave and prop action and prevents further erosion to the shoreline.

Post nesting- and spawning-area signs on your waterfront. If you’re lucky enough to “host” a family
of nesters or spawning fish this year, give a heads-up to guests and other boaters, especially visiting
ones, about the critical habitats of birds and fish on our lake. Point out which parts of your shore are most
conducive to fish or waterfowl habitat and be proud of nesting areas on your property.
Create a wildlife corridor. Preserving
natural areas on our properties amidst
the lawns and asphalt is critical. Hands-off
policies are ideal, but the next best alternative
is to work backwards by setting aside as many
areas as possible. Do you really need the work of
maintaining an extra strip of lawn, or could it
be left for woodlands to reclaim? The majority of
Northwoods animals and birds will not cross
open areas voluntarily and require a corridor of
dense vegetation to get from the top of a lot to
the water’s edge. Chart a course through lowtraffic areas of your property and fill in gaps
with native shrubs such as dogwood, prairie
grasses such as big bluestem or Canada wild rye,
and flowers such as milkweed [right] or blazing
star, which attracts birds and butterflies.
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Rein them in. We all love to let our dogs roam off-leash, but it should be done in an area where conflicts
with other animals (including other dogs) can be minimized. Crescent Lake’s perimeter has few such
areas, and uncontrolled dogs are tremendously disruptful to wildlife, as well as at great risk for injury -- few
indoor animals are in a position to best local skunks, porcupines, fisher, raccoons, and coyotes. The same is
true for our feline friends, who in their zeal to hunt will likely take down far more songbirds than rodents.

Cause and effect. Excessive nutrient loading is not
compatible with healthy lakes or wildlife. Unusually
early algae blooms along Crescent’s shallows [left] can be
symptomatic of high phosphorus content. Stormwater runoff
from roofs and driveways, septic effluents, lawn & garden
fertilizers, and pet wastes all contribute. Keeping septic lines
up to code and cleaning up after pets are no-brainers. Do not
prep motors with water muffs or wash boats or cars directly
on driveways where soap and petrol runoffs head straight
to the lake. Avoid “10-10-10” fertilizing mixes. Excellent
planting materials are sold (with delivery included!) by the
Oneida County landfill at a fraction of landscaping prices.

A C hange at the H elm
for B oat I nspections

		

After a season as our AIS Coordinator, Bill Akan
recently resigned from his duties directing the
volunteer inspections at the boat landings for
Crescent, Squash, and Julia Lakes. The Association
is deeply grateful for Bill’s tireless efforts
maintaining our critical boat inspection teams and
graciously thanks him for his service.

“But I paddle...”

Canoeing, kayaking, and stand-up paddling are
resurgent on Crescent Lake and throughout the
Northwoods. Kayak fishing in particular has
exploded in popularity as anglers can get into areas
unnaccesible by motorized boat. In the absence of
the usual visual culprits (e.g., live wells, props and
trailers), paddlers frequently slack on self-inspections.
Rudders, paddles, skegs, keels, drain holes -- anything
that rides in the water is a risk for transmission.

Jim Gehrke has taken over the task of arranging
our boat inspection calendar for the summer.
Contact Jim via email at kayjimg@charter.net or
by telephone: 715-282-5924 (h), 715-490-6652 (c).
We were fortunate to have full coverage at the
landing for the opening weekend of fishing on
May 5. (Saturday’s anglers reported excellent
results but Sunday was a rain-out.) However, gaps
persist in coverage for the remainder of the
summer and fall. The lake is always in need of
additional volunteers to assist with inspections;
moreover, the Association is required to satisfy
requirements for volunteer hours worked to
continue to qualify for AIS grants. Volunteering
now undoubtedly helps prevent catastrophes to our
environment and property down the road.
Training and inspection hours are arranged to
meet your schedules and convenience. Contact Jim
or any other member of the Board to start today!

And yes, even the boats that “never leave the lake”
should be cleaned and inspected regularly. It is healthy
for both the boat and the lake: consistent cleaning
and UV treatment will extend the life of your craft,
and any infestations in the lake may be caught sooner
rather than later. For an excellent primer on inspecting
the nooks and crannies of paddling craft, please visit:

http://www.yakangler.com/articles/how-to/kayaking/
item/1160-keeping-it-clean

Personal watercraft differ from prop boats in that the
primary culprits in transmitting invasive species are
internal to the jet pump area under the hull and not
readily visible to external inspections. Because aquatic
life hides out in the pump itself, it is critical that users
go beyond the simple outside look-over. The risk is akin
to uninspected live wells, and the transfer of water from
one body of water to another is strictly prohibited.
Check the manual: although jet ski engines are water
cooled, manufacturers permit running the engine for up
to 30 seconds outside of the water. Users should start
the engine away from the water and quickly rev it 1
to 2 times, which should blow out about 90 percent of
residual water. Pull drain plugs and inspect for weeds
with a flashlight. Check for weeds trapped in the water
Inspection protocols are courtesy of Michele Sadauskas, intakes by probing for plants through the screen covers
with a wire (bent coat hangers work well) or stick.
Oneida County AIS Coordinator.
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2012 MEETING DATES
Tuesday March 20
Saturday, May 19 (Breakfast Potluck)
Tuesday, July 3: Fireworks
Wednesday, July 4: Boat Parade
Saturday, July 21 (Annual Meeting)
Tuesday, October 23
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Said the loons: “So long, and thanks for all the fish”

An early season snorkel revealed what all the hubub among competing loons working the eastern shore
was all about. Crescent Lake is a popular feeding ground for loons, although actual nesting remains
rare. Share loon pictures and stories! Email crescentlakewi@gmail.com with “loon” in the subject line.

B oat L anding I nspec tors N eeded

for
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A pleasant way to spend a morning or afternoon! Please consider joining your friends &
neighbors as the first line of defense against invasives. All training is provided.
Crescent is sensitive to single source infestations. Any gap in coverage leaves us vulnerable!

Contact Jim Gehrke to join in!
715-490-6652
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